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Introduction: There are two main approaches to null arguments: LF-copying and PF-deletion. The LF-copying analysis\[6,8,9,12\] assumes that null arguments do not include internal structure in overt syntax and the structure is copied onto a relevant position from its antecedent at LF. The PF-deletion analysis\[1,5,7,11\] assumes that there is structure in overt syntax and the structure is deleted at PF. A widely accepted way to distinguish between them is extraction from null arguments. The LF-copying predicts overt extraction from null arguments should be impossible, while such extraction should be allowed under PF-deletion. This paper shows that extraction from null arguments is possible in Tagalog if the extracted phrase is contrastively focused. Based on the data, I argue that PF-deletion is licensed by (contrastively) focused phrases.

Core Data: An embedded CP in Tagalog can be dropped as illustrated in (1b).

(1) a. p<in>aniwala-an ni Bob kahapon [cp na d<um>ating si Fred].
   paN.<Pfv>-believe-LV Gen Bob yesterday C <AV.Pfv>come Nom Fred
   ‘Yesterday, Bob believed that Fred came.’
   b. p<in>aniwala-an rin ni Tom kahapon [cp Δ].
   paN.<Pfv>-believe-LV also Gen Tom yesterday
   ‘Yesterday, Tom also believed that Fred came.’

To examine whether overt extraction from null arguments is possible, Raising constructions\[2-4,10\] like (2a) are used in this paper. In (2a), an NP (here, ‘si Fred’) that is semantically an argument of the predicate in the embedded clause can appear in the matrix clause. The crucial contrast here is that (2b) is acceptable only when the raised NP is contrastively focused. Following previous studies on Raising\[2,3,10\], I assume that ‘SI MARY’ is overtly extracted from the null clausal argument.

(2) a. p<in>aniwala-an ni Bob si Fred kahapon [cp na d<um>ating ].
   paN.<Pfv>-believe-LV Gen Bob Nom Fred yesterday C <AV>come
   ‘Yesterday, Bob believed Fred to come.’
   b. p<in>aniwala-an ni Tom { *si Fred₁ / SI MARY₁ } kahapon [cp Δ].
   paN.<Pfv>-believe-LV Gen Tom Nom Fred Nom Mary yesterday
   Lit. ‘Yesterday, Tom believed {*Fred / Mary} to come.’

Proposal: To explain the above extraction patterns from null arguments, I propose the condition on overt extraction from null arguments as in (3).

(3) Extracted phrases can license PF-deletion if they are (contrastively) focused.

Since ‘si Fred’ in (2b) is not focused, it cannot license PF-deletion and the sentence is unacceptable. On the other hand, since ‘si Mary’ is focused, it licenses PF-deletion and extraction is allowed. Following previous research\[6,8,9\], I assume that the null argument in (1b) is derived by LF-copying as there is no licenser for PF-deletion. This current proposal can apply not only to Tagalog but also to other languages such as Japanese, which permits null clausal arguments like (1b). Although Japanese does not allow overt extraction from null arguments generally, such extraction becomes possible only when extracted phrases are focused.

Conclusion: This paper investigates the environments that allow overt extraction from null arguments, showing that null arguments are created by PF-deletion in some contexts. If the above
analysis is plausible, this paper can contribute to the discussion of the licensing conditions for the application of PF-deletion\cite{1,5,11}.
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